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Determining the preferred option 
Robust technical investigations were undertaken to identify the central option as the preferred alignment for Stage 1 of the BHWA corridor. Key technical 
considerations and findings are outlined below.

Engineering considerations – On balance, the central option has less engineering risks, less 
community impacts and a lower overall cost than the eastern or western option. It also enables better 
crossings of various waterways, reducing the corridor’s environmental and flooding impacts. 

Comparatively, the eastern option has flatter terrain but would require longer bridges to cross key 
waterways along its alignment. In addition, the eastern option would require significantly more 
existing property resumptions, which will result in greater community impacts and increase the overall 
cost of the option. A western option would have significantly less community impacts than either 
the central or eastern option; however, due to the challenging terrain in the western alignment, the 
western option would require a significant amount of cut and fill earthworks and much longer bridge 
structures, which significantly increases the overall cost of this option.

Transport and traffic performance – Traffic modelling undertaken to date, which accounts for the 
substantial growth across the Moreton Bay region, identified the eastern option would perform 
slightly better than the central option and much better than the western option. Of the three options 
investigated, the western option performed the worst, carrying the least traffic and generating higher 
congestion across the wider transport network. Although the eastern option performs slightly better 
than the central option, the significant property resumption requirements and associated community 
impacts of the eastern option outweigh its slight traffic and transport benefits compared to the central 
option. 

As part of the technical investigations, traffic modelling also confirmed that a higher speed corridor 
with grade separated interchanges / overpasses would reduce congestion across the network, better 
support the Bruce Highway, and reduce the need for upgrades across the local transport network in 
the future.

Alignment with Caboolture West planning and the existing Caboolture community – In response to 
community feedback, the central option is now located as close as possible to the existing power 
easement. 

Compared to the eastern and western options, the central option provides better outcomes for 
supporting future land uses of the Caboolture West emerging community. Importantly, the central 
option provides the best access to key future development areas such as the town centre and the 
enterprise and employment areas when compared to the other options. It also provides better 
opportunities for improving public transport and active transport (walking and cycling) trips to, from 
and within the Caboolture West development.

In addition, the design of the central alignment will support access to and from existing areas in 
Caboolture by accommodating high order local road connectivity proposed by the Caboolture West 
Structure Plan. For example, existing roads such as Litherland Road, Bellmere Road and Schrodter 
Road will be able to cross under or over the new regional road corridor. 

Overall, the new regional corridor will improve connectivity for the existing Caboolture community 
as well as ensure excellent multi-modal network connections for the emerging Caboolture West 
development area. 

Interchange locations for the central option – A total of eight different potential interchange sites 
were explored along the central alignment. Interchanges are required to allow for the efficient 
movement of traffic between two or more high order roads (for example, highways) and are an 

important element in developing a connected transport network. The interchange locations 
investigated were identified and reviewed in collaboration with Moreton Bay Regional Council and 
the Growth Areas Team including consideration to support the intent of the Caboolture West Structure 
Plan. Planning of the interchanges needs to provide access to the future town centre, provide highway 
connectivity, cater for public transport and provide access to key employment, health and education 
precincts. Interchanges will also provide access for longer distance trips to areas outside of the 
Caboolture West area including other parts of Moreton Bay, Brisbane and the Sunshine Coast. 

Of the eight potential interchange locations, three are preferred: one to the north at D’Aguilar 
Highway, one in the middle to support the town centre and one to the south of Caboolture River. 
These interchanges will be critical to supporting the high forecast traffic demand on the corridor 
considering future stages of the BHWA. 

Traffic modelling confirmed an interchange with the D’Aguilar Highway is critical to reducing 
congestion across the Caboolture West network and providing support to the Bruce Highway. In 
addition, traffic modelling also identified that an interchange at the future town centre, north of 
Bellmere Road, is critical to success of the new town centre. Further planning is required to refine the 
exact location of the interchange south of Caboolture River.

Social, environmental and cultural heritage considerations – as part of the technical work completed 
to date, environmental and cultural heritage assessments were undertaken and considered along 
with numerous other technical design issues and community concerns. To reduce the social 
impacts on existing and future land uses, technical investigations sought to align the corridor and 
interchanges as close as possible to the power easement while reducing earthworks required and 
improving amenity (for example, visual, noise, dust). These refinements also reduced the amount of 
potential land required in the future for the corridor. Key areas of environmental and cultural heritage 
value were identified and assessed in selecting the preferred alignment and interchange locations. 
This included identifying opportunities to reduce the overall environmental and cultural impact of 
the corridor and interchanges. Field work will be completed on the preferred option to further inform 
refinement of the alignment, including to minimise environmental and cultural heritage impacts, and 
to ensure the project complies with State and Federal Government legislation.
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What will the future road look like? 
The future BHWA will ultimately need to accommodate a duplicated road (four lanes, two in 
each direction) with a wide centre median and access via grade-separated interchanges at key 
locations. It will also make provision for off-road active transport, have flexibility for public 
transport, and utility services such as water, gas and power and underground communication 
and electrical infrastructure.

It terms of how wide the road will be, a typical corridor is about 90 metres wide, with 
additional width required for major cuttings and embankments and at major interchanges, 
which have higher land requirements due to their complex function and structure. 
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